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Enrollment trends
*~ ore remaining stable
By
By Terry
Terry Potosnak
Potosnak
Staff Reporter
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Projected enrollment figures for the
1978-79 academic year indicate
enrollment trends have remained fairly
constant at the University, Glenn I.
VanWormer, associate vice president
of academic information services, said.
Student body size has remained
nearly the same for the last several
years, he said. Since the state
legislature imposes an enrollment
celling of 15,000 full-time students,
VanWormer explained, the University
is responsible for enforcing that level.
In keeping with the ceiling, an anticipated enrollment of 14,150 undergraduate students for the 1978-79
year by Dr. Michael Ferrari,
University provost and executive vice
president, in his opening day address to
faculty and staff members.
OF THOSE STUDENTS about 3,500
are freshmen, VanWormer said, a
number which "we felt we needed in
order to maintain the current
enrollment."
John W. Martin, director of undergraduate admissions, explained
that the number of freshmen students is
higher than the projected figure but
anticipated "cancellations" will cause
the number to decline.
The number of students in a freshmen
class decreases every year,
*aii»*uriuer5aia.
VanWormer
said.

Coed living reduces 'rowdiness'
ByBobWelngartner
Staff Reporter
Kreischer-Darrow has a new image this year. In the past, it has had a
reputation as a "rowdy" hall. Hall Director Charles L. Koch said yesterday.
The dormitory now is coed, and Koch said next year the residence hall may be
the first choice of many students.
Last year, Darrow consisted of three floors of males and one of females. This
year, the first floor again is female.but the otlier three floors are coed, with
males and females in opposite wings. The dorm houses about 195 females and
145 males.
The change has numerous advantages, Koch said. "The big advantage (of
coed living) is the attitude of people. You learn to accept other people. It's also a
lot easier to get to know people," he said.
Another advantage is that "people are more likely to be involved in coed
programming" and Koch noted that unruliness declines in dorms if females
also live there. He said the "rowdiness" in the dorm is less than half of what it
was last year, before the dorm went coed.
IT MAKES (males) clean up their act. If somebody does something (wrong),
they'll get a reputation a lot quicker. As a result, it tends to clear up the
problems rapidly, he said.
A group of students suggested changing Darrow to a coed dorm last spring,
Koch said. With the support of Darrow resident advisers (RAs), the Residence
Life Association and the University administration, the change has become
reality.
"There were some big hassles at first. A lot of people were leery about what
people would think. After all, this is a conservative school," he said.
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"WE'VE DONE IT (had coed arrangements) various ways. Usually it's
determined by the kind of mix (of men and women) we have," according to
Paulsen, who said the usual problem in going coed is the abundance of males
and shortage of females.
"We've never been able to fill Darrow. The men will choose it but the women
won't. When you have 24-hour visitation in halls, I think (it) reduces the desire
to live in a building where men are all the time," she said.
Paulsen also said coed living will reduce tumult. "When you have all men in
the place where most damages occur and the most ruffian attitudes and
behavior are, the minute you put women in, it does reduce," she said.
Paulsen said she does not think coed Uving is preferred by everyone. "I think
we ought to have the option for people who want it. I think it would be very bad
to offer only one kind of (living) unit," she said
STUDENT REACTION to the change is favorable. "They love it," Koch said.
He also said statistics show that persons living in coed dorms are happier, learn
more in school and are more likely to finish school.
Parental reaction is mixed. "Parents are accepting that their sons and
daughters are mature enough" to handle the situation, Koch said. But Paulsen
said that while some parents do not mind having their children live in a coed
situation, others may object when a son or daughter is assigned to a coed hall
when they have not signed up for it.
Paulsen said there was no cost to convert the dorms to coed. "The buildings
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"variety
of other things" are responsible for part
of the decline, VanWormer said.
"We (the admissions office) do a
number of things in the way of freshman recruitment," Martin said.
"Everyone on the admissions staff is
involved."
INCLUDED IN THE programming
are high school visits, college days and
college fairs where information about
various colleges and universities is
made available to interested high
school students.
A number of receptions, particularly
for out-of-state recruitment also are
scheduled, Martin said, adding that outof-state students comprise about 5
percent of the freshman class and about
6 percent of the University's total
enrollment
One of the important recruitment
programs is the annual Preview Day
scheduled for Oct. 4 in the Grand
Ballroom, Union.
Through such recruitment programs,
the admissions office strives to lure
"academic students" to the University,
Martin said.
Other enrollment estimates show that
the number of minority students
enrolled at the University this year is
less than last year, Martin said. The
anticipated number of graduate
students is about 2,050.
The 1978-79 enrollment also includes
205 international students from 50
countries and it is estimated that there
are 3,000 students in credit extension
and adult education programs.
A complete list of enrollment figures
will be released at a later date,
VanWormer added. He predicted that
final totals will be tabulated around
Oct. 15.

were built so that we don t have to do that," she said.
Koch said a coed atmosphere is beneficial to the University because it helps
develop positive attitudes. "It's a nicer atmosphere. When you feel be^rabou
where you live, you'll feel better about the school as a whole," he said.
THE CHANGE APPEARS to be successful, Koch said. He predicts that
Darrow, now prunarily freshmen, will have newcomers next year if students
tile dorn!Sid
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"Every year, we do some rearranging. There could be some changes "
Paulsen said, concerning changing more dorms to coed in the future
Paulsen said that coed housing is not a big issue now. "Almost every institution, expeciaUy large public institutions, have some form of coed housing
As long as you have the option (of coed or segregated Uving) so that everyone
doesnt have to fit the pattern, you've got a good program" she said
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Faculty Senate chairman promises a more
vocal and opinionated group than last year
ByBobWelngartner
Staff Reporter
The 1978-79 version of Faculty Senate
wiU be more vocal and opinionated than
last year's and will work on an agenda
of pressing problems, according to
Chairman Dr. David C. Roller.
One area in which the senate intends
to take a larger role is in planning the
University's future. Roller said he will
"cooperate with the University
Provost, (Michael R. Ferrari), in
reviewing and revising institutional
governance in such a way as to ensure a
faculty voice in establishing and implementing priorities" on a long-term
basis. He said there is a need to address

long-range planning to accomplish the
"academic mission of the University."
Articulation of academic and
financial priorities is essential, he said.
"It would be a catastrophe if we were
forced to make decisions solely on the
basis of marketplace demand," he said.
It is the responsibility of the administration, not the senate, to take the
lead in establishing these educational
priorities," he said.
ALTHOUGH THEY are "not appropriate matters for senate poUcy
making," RoUer said faculty members
should have input concerning building
utilization.
"Insofar as the construction of new

Inside the News
NEWS...Staff reporter Cynthia Leise tells how off-campus students
can locate their campus mailboxes in 208 Moseley Hall. See page S.
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buUdings and the maintenance of aU
buildings impacts upon the University's
restricted budget, and insofar as the
availabiUty of space shapes academic
programming, a greater faculty voice
is needed in this area," he said.
To give faculty members the voice
RoUer said they need, he stated he wiU
"ask the appropriate senate committees to create a University advisory
committee on buUdings, construction
and space utilization."
Another item on the Faculty Senate
agenda is to submit proposals to clarify
part-time and temporary appointments
for new faculty and use of joint and dual
appointments for permanent staff
members.
SUCH CONTRACTS have been used
more frequently to provide greater
staff flexibility in a tune where fewer
tenured positions are available because
of enrollment decline, he said. The
problem is that "both practices have
created classes of faculty who work and
Uve in a state of academic and administrative limbo," he added.
This year's agenda is the creation of a
group to study intercollegiate athletic
programs and their value to the
University.
"IntercoUegiate athletics is one of the
more visible programs of the
University, and so also is its budget,"
he noted. "It would be a shame in a
state of exigency to plan an athletic
program solely around what is cheap or
what is income-generating.

IT WOULD BE even more shameful
if we were already sustaining an excessively expensive intercoUegiate
athletic program when the academic
programs of the institution are suffering."
RoUer said he will appoint a senate
committee, which wiU include members of the University community atlarge, to review intercollegiate
athletics, their cost and their role in
academic areas at the University.
The drive toward collective
bargaining, which is gaining increasing
support among University faculty
members, wiU not be supported nor
hindered by the senate, according to
RoUer. "The senate cannot become a
bargaining agent," he said. "I wiU ask
the senate if it wishes to take a position
on a request which has been made to
hold a faculty election on collective
bargaining."
ROLLER ALSO said he will try this
year to "reserve time for a number of
mini-forums on a host of subjects,"
including state funding of higher
education with a member of the Ohio
legislature, the desirability of
university-wide course requirements
for general studies, the role of the
Bowling Green Foundation in supporting University programs and
future directions of University
libraries.
He said the senate will take a more
active part in advising administrators
about University issues.
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Newsphoto by Frank Brnthaupt
Trying to keep their cool, these students are waiting outside
Kohl HaU to rent refrigerators. The rentals Trying to keep
their cool, these students are waiting outside Kohl HaU to
rent refrigerators. The rentals are supplied to the students by
Maumee Valley Vending Company.
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could it be true: grade school was more exciting
Ten years ago the excitement would
have been too much to bear.
The first day of school. I would be all
set to enter the fourth grade standing at
the busstop in my splffy new dress and
sparkling white anklets as the neighborhood boys, with their fresh haircuts
and new Buster Browns, wrestled with
unruly shlrtails, choking clip-on ties
and the little punk who lived next door.
Then a heated argument would begin
over whether or not old Miss Hennessy
died over the summer, followed by
prayers that the new teacher didn't
believe in homework.
Yesterday, as I woke abruptly to the
strains of some obscure rock artist
blaring from my alarm clock radio,
rising at the ungodly hour of 7 a.m. was
too much to bear.

Paula
Winslow
While standing at the gink brushing
my teeth, wealing my old familiar
jeans and shirt, I prayed that at least
one of my profs would be a cute grad
assistant who believed only In Thursday night assignments at Howards.
Ten years ago as I was bumped and
jostled on the long bus ride to school, I
would have been flaunting my new
lunchbox I had so painstakingly picked

out the night before. An hour later, it
would be the source of intense
humiliation as I noticed that Debbie,
the cute redheaded teacher's pet, had
the same Barbie lunchbox as me.
Yesterday I plodded to the building
farthest from my dorm (8:30 a.m.
classes always are scheduled that way)
and searched in vain for someone
lugging the same stack of textbooks 1
would need, hoping to share with him
the costs of those delapidated old
volumes defaced with every color
highlighter ever manufactured.
Ten years ago, the classroom was
buzzing with excited voices which were
silenced only when Miss Hennessy
entered brandishing her trusty yardstick.
At that point, she would have

"At that point, she would have proceeded to lay
down the martial laws... emphasizing each point
with a bang of the yardstick on the desk...'
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Campus Safety and Security, after weathering all the criticism and
incidents of near scandal last year, seems to be on its way back to a
position of good standing with the help of the new director, William R.
Bess.
The department last year face charges of minority discrimination,
harrassment of students, the physical abuse of a student by two officers,
and concern by administrators that the department was gearing Itself
more toward law enforcement while not being service oriented.
After all the smoke cleared and ad hoc committee proposals for improvements were made, a sweeping change in police leadership was
announced: A newcomer to the University. Bess, would take over July 1.
1978.
Hopes were, and still are, high for a new era for the campus police,
whose name was even changed to Campus Safety and Security, when
Bess, who had come from Kent State University, announced that the
department would make all the moves to become more service oriented.
This promise does not appear to be mere rhetoric. He has started to
reorganize field operatons and auxiliary structure, to strengthen manpower, to require new staff members to have a degree (so "I know that
they have gone through the University experience"), to stress humanistic
training (having officers take sociology and phsycology courses, and to
be "people oriented."
But more important than becoming a service organization is the fact
that Bess wants to be an integrated part of the Univtrsity and city. He is
going, according to Bess, to "work very hard to be a part of the community" and be a "reflection of the University community itself."
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bikers beware
There is a rumor floating around that Parking Serivces is still cracking
down on automobile registration, but are shunning bicycle registration.
Well William R. Bess director of Campus Safety and Security Is
saying that he Is doing just the opposite. Bess and his staff will be
following Bowling Green law which requires registration of bikes. Why
the sudden crackdown? Dean Gerkens assistant director of Campus
Safety and Security said, "Well, we've always pushed it (registration) and
this year we're getting a jump on them (the bikers)."
So all those students that have been chaining their bikes to trees,
signs, buildings or other miscellaneous items, watch out! Parking Services is on the move and If a bike is found chained to an object other than
the 60-odd bike racks around campus, the chain will be cut and the bike
stored at Campus Safety. But. Gerkens said that this ultimate step will
not be taken until the officer attempts to locate the owner.
Those who find their bikes have been removed by Campus Safety and
Security might complain that the department didn't warn the defendent.
Well, the first warning appeared in yesterday's News and this Is the
second warning. The third warning and you're out!
Even though the enforcement of bike registration, may seem harsh to
some students. Parking Services do have good motives in Its actions. We
just don't want to see student bicycle owners put through the unnecessary
inconvenience of having their bikes impounded. We urge caution In the
paring of bikes.

The BIS Sews ~

its goodbyetime for hypocracies
If there is one thing in this whole big
wonderful world that will grate on my
nerves every time that I come in
contact with it, I would have to say that
inconsistencies in enforcing laws would
probably rank in my top 10 of my AllTime Nerve Graters list
I am sure that all of you have at one
time or another seen some company or
establishment enforce only those laws
that they, not the legislators or police,
have deemed worthwhile. You could
say it is a "look out for ourselves and
damn the law" attitude. As far as I am
concerned, this borders on the
hypocritical, an act that I find very
hard to forgive.
There are two recent events that took
place in my life that will serve as an
excellent example of my point.
This past summer I had the grand
opportunity to work for a chemical
company in my home town of Canton
that made autobody filler (car putty) as
its primary product. Within this factory
were numerous chemicals in the form
of dusts. The company made employees

Keith
Jameson
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use dust masks when they were
working with an aluminum dust under
threat of a fine if a regulatory agency
found out the company's neglect. So far
so good. Che company did not, however,
enforce the dust mask rule In areas
where asbestos fibre, proven to cause
cancer, was used.
The question arises that If the
company, which I am sure It did, knew
bow dangerous both dusts were, why
were no health protection devices
Issued In both departments? Even If It
Is because no regulatory agency checks
for asbestos fibre, the company should
still offer some sort of consistent health
protection to the workers. For the

company to distinguish between safe
and.dangerous chemicals after all the
government studies and health
recommendations were made is
nothing short of total Idiocy.
The other episode took place about a
week ago when I tried to get a "high"
drink at a local establishment (let's just
say I was doing some "research").
They checked my ID stamp for my age,
which they were supposed to do, and I
ended up with a low beer. Nothing is so
special about that except that earlier
this year people were smoking
marijuana apparently unmolested at
the same place.
Now I am not passing judgment on
marijuana. As Zonker Harris In
Doonesbury has said, "It may or may
not be right, but it sure Is against the
law." For this establishment to enforce
the minor's drinking law, but let the
smoking of an Illegal drug take place on
their property seems just too
hypocritical for words.
This column Is not Intended to bring

the wrath of the law down on either the
company I worked for or the local
establishment Its sole purpose was to
exampllfy the foolish, If not dangerous,
practice of letting certain laws go by
"unnoticed." If for no other reason, any
public Institution should be as fair to all
the people as possible. If that means
making everyone wear dust masks,
curbing drug use In a public establishment, or allowing anyone a mixed
drink, so be It Just as long as it Is fair.
I realize that everyone is not Immune
to hypocracy. We have all encountered
it, whether by our own doing or by being
on the receiving end, and I'm sure none
of us have liked it.
Just with any unfair practice, we
should all start to cut inconsistencies,
hypocracies, and double standards out
of our lives.
Maybe then I can do my research in
peace.
Keith Jameson Is Editorial Editor of
the News.
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name, just call me Joe.
Miss Hennessy would have made us
write that Infamous essay, "What I Did
During My Summer Vacation," despite
horrendous groans from the nine and
ten-year-olds wishing the recess- bell
would ring.
The prof required no samples of
literary creativity yesterday, only
evidence of an unfailing memory as we
jotted down our names, addresses and
identification numbers.
As I trudged back through the crowds
after class, I wondered if maybe some
color-coordinated
folders
and
notebooks might resurrect that old lust
for learning in my soul.
Maybe if I got a new lunchbox
Paula Winslow is a staff reporter for
the News.

'judgment is founded on truth...'

more than rhetoric?

EDITORIAL STAFF

Levis and t-shirts made it seem as
though he was on a good will mission to
teach poor school children in the bad
section of town.
He offered the standard first-day-ofclass fare: these are your books, there
will be a midterm and a final, you don't
have to come to class if you had too
good of a time downtown the night
before, don't try to pronounce my last

desk: have those books covered by
Friday or else, more than three tardies
equals a visit to the principal's office, a
cheery "Good morning Miss Hennessy"
in unison is mandatory for anyone
wishing to graduate to the fifth grade.
Yesterday, the room was filled with
humid air, sleepy-eyed students and
silence, except for an occasional snore.
Not even a murmur arose as the

opinion
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professor, clad In a neat three-piece
suit, strode In. The Juxtaposition of his
brown polyester and the students' faded

proceeded to lay down the martial laws
of fourth grade emphasizing each point
with a bang of the yardstick on the

Editorial and Business Offices
106 University Hall
Bowling Oreen State University
Bowling Oreen, Ohio 43403
Phone (4l») 37J1003

let's hear
from you
The News welcomes reader
response to editorial comment as well
as opinions on topics of student Interest, in the form of letters to the
editor and guest columns.
AU correspondence should be
typewritten and triple-spaced. Only
those letters and columns signed anc
listing the author's address and phone
number for verification will be accepted.
Letters to the editor may not exceec
300 words (30 typed lines). Columns
are not to be more than 60 typed lines.
The News reserves the right u
reject letters or portions of letters that
are deemed in bad taste or malicious.
Correspondence may be sent to:
Editorial Editor, The BG News, 1W
University Hall.
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Three area bookstores report
adequate supplies this quarter
University students looking for
supplies and books for classes probably
will not have a difficult time finding
them as three area bookstore officials
report that supplies are adequate.
Materials are available at the
University Bookstore, first floor,
Student Services Bldg.; Bee Gee
Sookstore, 1424 E. Wooster St.; and
Student Book Exchange, 530 E. Wooster
St.
Otis
Soonenberger,
textbook
manager at the University Bookstore,

said they were well stocked in all
departments except in those where
textbooks were ordered late.
He said the arrival of those orders
would depend on the promptness of the
publishing house but added that orders
were placed on a "rush basis."
Textbooks are stocked by a similar
process in all the stores.
"The professors provide the
bookstore with a list of the books they
will be using and we take it from
there," Lawrence E. Reece, manager

of Bee Gee Bookstore, explained.
Store officials agreed that the main
reason the bookstores are seldom
understocked is that they order textbooks on the basis of course
registration rosters.
The day classes start was cited as the
busiest, but the first week is the peak
book-buying time, the managers said.
If one of the bookstores does not have
a needed book, try looking for signs on
nearby cafeteria walls to check If a
fellow student may be selling it.

Mailboxes located in Moseley
to serve off-campus students
By Cynthia Leise
Staff Reporter
If you live off-campus, one of 7,000
tiny mailboxes recently installed in 208
MoselexHall belongs to you.
Much of your mail will go to that box
instead of to your off-campus or home
address through the expensive and
ponderous U.S. mail.
Material from the Registrar, notes
from the University departments,
schools or student groups will be placed
in the mailboxes. Although no material
sent through campus mail will be put in
the boxes (the department, club, or
person must do that), there is bound to
be material stuffed in the boxes needed.

Newsphoto by Frank Breithaupt

Most textbooks are In supply.

Bike, petty theft are August's top crimes
Bicycle and petty theft were the
most frequent crimes reported in
August, according to the Campus
Safety and Security bureau report.
Of the 12 stolen at the University,
three were recovered. Half were
stolen from Harshman Quadrangle
and the other half were taken near

academic buildings. Five of the
stolen bicycles were unlocked, the
report said.

Eight instances of petty theft and
five breaking and entering crimes
were reported.
About $3,300 worth of camera
equipment was taken from the

Education Building, the report
stated.
Other incidents included a person
charged with carrying a concealed
weapon after an officer observed a
loaded 22-caliber rifle under the
front seat of his vehicle. He also
possessed other weapons, including
two knives, the report said.

TO FIND THE mailbox, consult the
computer printouts updated every
week. They will list a four-digit number
beside your name. The mailboxes are
assigned to students in alphabetical
order. However, numbers will not be
switched as students enroll in the
University this year. New students will
be given mailboxes at the end of the
original list of students, so the mailbox

assigned this year will stay the same.
The mailboxes were the brainstorm
of Student Government Association
(SGA) 1977-78 senator Jim Gamelia,
who came up with the idea after
reading of similiar systems at Akron
University and Wright State University
which saved students and the universities money. So he and last year's SGA
petitioned students about the project,
passed a resolution stating the proposal
and forwarded it to University officials.
They studied the project at length and
agreed to build the mailboxes in 100
Moseley Hall, a site which SGA approved. The Commuter Center
Organization, located across the hall
from Rm. 100 Moseley, agreed to assist
in the opening and security of
mailboxes if constructed in Rm. 100
Moseley.

ting the project that the costume shop
move would cost $25,000 to $30,000. So
they chose the 208 Moseley site, which
they admitted few students wanted.
GAMELIA HAD SAID that the site
would not provide security for the
mailboxes, which are not locked, in
their first weeks of use. That room also
prohibit the handicapped persons from
using them because they are not accessible by ramp or elevater.
However, Robert Volmer, a designer
in the architect's office, said 38
mailboxes were installed in the Commuter Center, which is accessible to the
handicapped, for their use.
The boxes are open for use from 8
a.m. to 6:30 p.m. Monday through
Friday. Hazel Smith, director of the
Commuter Center, was named project
coordinator despite her protests.
She told University Registrar, Cary
Brewer, at a meeting to discuss the
project that the new SGA or someone
else should be responsible for the initial
opening of the mailboxes.
"It shouldn't be me," she said.

However, soon after the 100 Moseley
site was approved and its occupant, the
University Costume Shop, slated to
move to University Hall, University
architects hit a snag. They announced
the Monday following the graduation of
most of the students involved in star-

Personhole' out, manhole voted back in
WOONSOCKET, R.I. (AP)The town that gave America the
"person hole" has taken it all back and
is calling manholes manholes again.
Earlier this month, the Woonsocket

Council members said they got letters from all over the country complaining about the use of "person
holes."

City Council changed the name in an
effort to comply with federal laws
against discrimination based on sex. On
Monday night the council met and voted
7-0 to call a manhole a manhole.
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Rhodesian
guerillas
hit
Firestone named in suit
CINCINNATI (AP)-The Firestone
Tire & Rubber Co. has been named
in a class-action lawsuit alleging
negligence and fraud in the sale of
radial tires to more than 1.000
Ohloans.
The suit was filed Thursday in
Hamilton County Common Pleas
Court
The suit is one of several filed
across the nation. It seeks refunds,
replacements or punitive damages •
of up to $1,000 for each Ohio
customer who purchased Firestone
Steel Belted Radial 500 tires or
similar tires which" the company
manufactured as original equipment
for General Motors and other auto
companies.

several other pending class-action
suits, including two In New York and
one each in Michigan, California and
Pennsylvania.
"They will probably be all consolidated into one Jurisdiction,"
said Gene Mesh, attorney for the
plaintiffs in the suit filed here.
"Ohio would be a natural center
for litigation," Mesh said.
Joan Levine Gall of Cincinnati,
who filed the suit, said she decided to
do so after an accident involving her
19-year-old daughter earlier this
summer. •
My daughter was driving home on
the highway from Toledo when one
of the tires exploded. She was almost
killed and was in shock. There was
exxtensive body damage to the car,"
she said.

EARLIER THIS month, a U.S.
House
subcommittee
urged
Firestone to recall all IS million 500
series tires now on the road.
The request was made as the
result of an eight-month study of tire
failures conducted by the National
Highway
Traffic
Safety
Administration.
Firestone, whose headquarters
are in Akron, Ohio, made more than
30 million of the tires under its own
and other labels between 1972 and
last March, when the tire was
phased out
Firestone spokesman Robert
Troyer said in Akron that he was
"unaware of the Cincinnati suit yet
I have no comment.'
TROYER SAD) he knows of

**.*.**** Support our advertisers *******

SALISBURY,
Rhodesia
(AP)~
Rhodesian security forces have struck
at black guerrilla bases in Mozambique
in a new major cross-border raid,
Rhodeslata defense command announced last night

acknowledged major aciton against
guerrilla bases in neighboring blackruled countries, was widely expected
following the Sept 3 shooting down by
guerrillas of a Rhodesian civilian
airliner.

The announcement said the targets
were forward bases manned by
guerrillas from the communist-backed
Zimbabwe African National Union of
Robert Mugabe, one of two insurgent
groups battling the government of Ian
Smith.

The raid, however, is not against the
bases in Zambia of Joshua Nkomo,
leader of the other guerrilla faction,
who claimed responsibility for downing

The brief communique gave no
details, stating simply: "Rhodesian
security forces are presently engaged
In self-defense operations against
ZANLA terrorist bases in Mozambique.
These operations are not aimed at
Mozambique troops or civilians."
..ZANLA - the Zimbabwe National
Liberation Army - is the military wing
of the Mugabe organization.
The raid, Rhodesia's sixth

BACK TO
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SALE
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SHERWOOD S 7650 CP
Sherwood's newest receiver line features Certified Performance to guarantee you get your
money's worth Minimum
4S watts RMS per channel
at less than v 2% distortion.

$

JVC QLM
[VCs fulry automatic s*ng|eplav turntable with Quartz
Lock speed regulation for
precise rotation at 33H
RMP. Comes complete
with Audio-Technica ST
300 cartridge:

MICRO SEIKI DO 22
Direct drive turntable performance at under SI 501
Outstanding low-mass
arm provides excellent
tracking with today's high
compliance cartridges.

369,95
audio-technica.

149

AODIO-TECHNICA ST-400
Our most popular cartridge At this'low price,
an ideal match for virtually
all record players and
changers. Get a new cartndge now and stop wearing out your records!

AIWA
j1 ...
AIWA AO 6800
One of Aiwa's best! Adjustable bias for fine
tuning to your favorite
tape. Wow and flutter is
a super-low 005% and
response is 20 to 19,000
Hz with ferrichrome tape.

I

1 QQ95 Dt>5J
Cet a free set of headphones with any Yamaha
receiver you buy. Cet the
HP-1s with the H)20 and
202O. the HP-2s with the
1020. 820. and 620. and
!ba> HP-Is with the 420
and 220!
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Sidewalk
A Sidewalk Study Committee
meeting will be held at 7:30 p.m. today
in the Council Chambers of the City
Administration Building, 304 N. Church
St.

Watercolor
An exhibition featuring works by
members of the Northwestern Ohio
Watercolor Society opens Sunday in the
gallery in the Fine Arts Building.
The exhibit can be viewed 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. Monday through Friday and 2
p.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday and Sunday.
The exhibit is public and will continue
through Oct. 18.

Organ recital set General Bulletin
Organist Vernon Wolcott will perform at 8 p.m. Sunday at the Recital
Hall in the Music Building.
Dr. Wolcott, a professor of performance studies at the University who
has performed throughout the East and
Midwest, will perform works by J.S.
Bach, Ernst Bacon and Julius Reubke.
Sunday's performance is free and
public.

.*»( ndpnti: who
u/hn want
want an copy
onrw of
rit the
ttlA 107ftStudents
197879 General Bulletin and Orange Pages
should pick one up in their residence
hall or at the Commuter Center, according to Director of Publications,
Bruce Dudley.
The bulletin will not be used in
student recruiting, Dudley said. A new
publication, the Catalog for Prospective Students, will be available for this
. purpose later in the quarter.

^ Infinity
lf*1N1TY COLUMN II
Infinity's outstanding threeway five speaker design
features twin 10 inch
woofers, 5 inch midrange
and dual piezoelectric
tweeters in a high efficiency design.

95

in «> * *

PANASONIC SF.-7140
A complete music system
at a low, low price features AM/fM stereo with
record changer. System
comes complete and
ready to play

A reception honoring retiring Ohio
House Minority Leader Charles F.
Kurfess and his wife, Helyn, will be
held at 5:30 p.m. tomorrow in
Perrysburg.
Gov. James A. Rhodes and other
statewide and local Republican candidates have been invited to attend the
informal event.
The $25 a person reception will be a
fund-raising affair to reduce the
primary election debt of the KurfessI.ucille G. Ford Committee, defeated in
the June primary gubernatorial election.
Campaign expenses filed with the
Secretary of State in July showed that
the committee's deficit includes $53,590
in debts to creditors and $47,665 in
loans.

^^

J'^l.l-IJ'M

SHERWOOD

"I CAN TELL YOU today that what
President Carter told a steelworkers
convention in Atlantic City yesterday we do will be fair. It will not penalize
that he'll soon announce stronger anti- labor or any other group in our
inflation measures that will require society," he said. "At the same time, it
will be tough. I will ask for restraint
sacrifices, but will be tough and fair.
Carter gave no details of the new and some sacrifice from all."
Carter, addressing the convention of
measures, which would be added to the
voluntary efforts he asked of the public AFL-CIO United Steelworkers of
last April, and which his advisers now America, received restrained applause
for his remarks on inflation. But he got
concede have been inadequate.
"In the near future, I will announce a a whistling, cheering, standing ovation
strengthening of our limited arsenal of when he pledged to make labor law
weapons against inflation," Carter revision his top legislative priority next
said.
year.

Kurfess honored

SYNERGISTICSS42A
One ol our most popular
Synergisbcs models. Three
wav design with 10 inch
woofer, midrange and
tweeter. Can be used with
amplifiers from 8 to 100
watts per channel.

00

Carter's anti-inflation plan
to ask for sacrifices

Loral briefs

SAVE NOW UNTIL THE
This system features three best-buy components that match to give you performance you wouldn't expect for the
price The JVC IRS-61W receiver puts out
nearly 20 RMS watts per channel to drive
the efficient two-way Electro-Voice EVS14B speakers. The turntable is the semiautomatic JVC Jl-A 20, complete with
Audio- Technica magnetic cartridge. Come
in and hear it!

the airliner in which 48 persons died.
The communique did not say many of
troops were involved or when the raid
began.
Rhodesia's last major cross-border
strike was two months ago against
bases it said contained nearly 3,000
newly-trained Mugabe guerrillas
poised to step up fighting against the
six-month old biracial, transitional
government.

$

299
(PAGLIAI'S EAST ONLY)

maxell

MAXEU FREE & FOUR
Cet four of Maxell's popular low noise 90 minute
cassettes at a special sale
price and receive a FREE
12 cassette storage box

*9
HDS

Stop in and see the new
models from ADS! All feature newly designed
woofers, midranges and
tweeters in larger cabinets.
Hear the "Invisible Sound"
from ADS!

CHECK OUR IN-STORE CLEARANCE SPECIALS

Thursday, 11 a.m. till we run
out. enjoy our regular sub
(cold, no substitutions, please)
for only $1.25. A regular $2.25
value. Minimum 3 subs—or one
aircraft carrier—for delivery.

fogfiars
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945 S. Main
352-7571
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440 E. Court
352-1596
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TONIGHT
Mr. BoJangles
presents
Famous
Buffalo for a
Boor 8-10 pm
893 S. Main
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Day in review

From Associated Press wire stories

Vance, Hussein talk peace
Secretary of Stale Cyrus R. Vance
met with Jordan's King Hussein in
Amman yesterday, opening a
diplomatic drive aimed at making the
Camp David accords more palatable to
wary Jordan and Saudi Arabia and
keeping hardline Syria from derailing
the agreement
Vance met with Hussein shortly after
arriving here and was understood to
have applied strong pressure, telling
him that opposition to the plan could
damage U.S.-Jordanian relations.
. Hussein relies heavily on VS. military

and economic assistance.
State Department spokesman
Hodding Carter described the talks as
"friendly" and "cordial" but said
Vance received no commitment that
Jordan would Join the peace talks and
prevent formation of a unified Arab
front against the Camp David accords.
Carter said Vance briefed Hussein in
detail on the aspects of the Camp David
accords most troubling to Jordan - the *
ultimate fate of the West Bank of the
Jordan River and whether Israel will
agree to complete withdrawal from

occupied territories, Including East
Jerusalem.
Vance also reportedly told the Jordanian ruler that it was in his best interest to participate in the negotiations
called for in the accords, since Jordan
will be neighbor to whatever
Palestinian entity emerges from the
talks on the West Bank of the Jordan
River.
THE SECRETARY is also scheduled
to meet with three other Arab leaders King Khaled and Crown Prince Fahd of
Saudi Arabia in Riyadh on Thursday

Agenf: Hoover hot after
Oswald slip-up
The late J. Edgar Hoover disciplined
FBI employees for not having Lee
Harvey Oswald on a list of subversives
when John F. Kennedy was
assassinated, a former FBI official
testified yesterday in Washington.
But former FBI inspector James H.
Gale told the House assassinations
committee that if Oswald had been on
the attorney general's list of subversives, which existed at the time, "I
don't believe it would have prevented
the assassination."
"If we felt the FBI deficiencies would
have played any part in that believe
me the disciplinary action would have
been much stronger," he testified.
Gale explained that the subversives
list was limited to those who could have
been rounded up in a national
emergency. Thus, he asserted, the list
would not have routinely called
Oswald's activities to the attention of
the Secret Service.

spector. Malley said the FBI also investigated the organized crime connections of Jack Ruby, who murdered
Oswald n the Dallas police station.

nation
GALE SAID he was in charge of the
investigation that led to 17 FBI people
being censured and in some cases also
put on probation.
THE WARREN COMMISSION
concluded that Oswald was Kennedy's
lone assassin in Dallas on Nov. 22,1963.
It also said the FBI should have alerted
the Secret Service to Oswald's leftist
activities.
Earlier, James R. Malley, who
supervised the FBI's initial investigation of the Kennedy slaying,
denied suggestions that the FBI did not
fully investigate the possibility of
conspiracy in Kennedy's assassination.
"You know and I know there was an
investigation of possible Cuban involvement, said Malley a former in-

But the committee quoted the FBI's
top expert on Cuba at the time and
several FBI experts on organized crime
as saying in private interviews that
thay knew of no FBI conspiracy investigation.

world
and Friday, and President Hafez Assad
of Syria in Damascus on Saturday.
Vance said earlier that his mission
was to explain to the "key Arab
governments not represented at Camp
David ... the contents, purpose and
philosophy of the understandings
reached... so they can make their own
decisions on how to respond to the in-

vitations to them contained in the basic
documents."
r
The framework for peace in the
Middle East was drawn up by Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat and Israeli
Prime Minister Menachem Begin
under the sponsorship of President
Carter during a two-week conference at
Camp David in Maryland.
The accord calls for, among other
things, a five-year transition period in
the West Bank and Sinai, leading to full
autonomy for the people there who are
predominantly Palestinian Arabs.

Isreal has agreed not to establish new
settlements during the negotiations and
inhabitants are to elect representatives
to participate in the peace process.
Left unsettled are the ultimate
boundaries of Israel, the nature of the
autonomous Palestinian entity, the
future of Jerusalem and the security
arrangements for Isreal.
Jordan has said it would not be bound
by the agreements and Saudi Arabia
has said the terms "could not be considered as an acceptable final formula
for peace."

Prime minister resigns;
power sfruggle expected
Prime Minister John Vorster announced yesterday in Pretoria he was
resigning for health reasons after 12
years as South Africa's unchallenged
political leader.
His departure was likely to trigger a
power struggle over who will direct this
racially divided nation.

He also announced South Africa will
go ahead with elections this year
leading to independence for the
disputed territory of South-West Africa,
also known as Namibia.
The 63-year-old leader told a news
conference that he could no longer
fulfill the "strenuous duties" of office

but he said he would be available for the
largely ceremonial Job of president.
A CAUCUS of Vorster's National
Party, dominated by conservative
Afrikaners, is to meet Sept 28 in Cape
Town to pick a new president and
primeminister.

Striking teachers face jail

Striking Cleveland school employees
rallied yesterday and cheered loudly
when they were told they may face a
prolonged walkout and even Jail If they
press demands for higher wages.
Negotiations aimed at ending the
walkout by 10,000 teachers and nonacademic employees resume following
the 90-roinute mass demonstration in a
mall across the street from the adMalley also disputed information in ministrative offices of the Cleveland
Hoover's personal files indicating that board of education. But both sides said
the FBI director was displeased with privately that they did not expect to
resolve the dispute this week.
formation of the Warren Commission.
Union officials estimated the crowd
at more than 3,000.

MALLEY SAID the Cuban expert,
who was not identified, should have
known about the conspiracy investigation. But he said the bureau's
organized crime experts questioned by
the committee would not necessarily
have known since the contacts could
have been made with other organized
crime supervisors in the agency.

state
The striking workers repeatedly
shouted their support for continuing the
job action that has shut down the
100,000-pupil school system since Sept.
7.
AMONG THOSE ADDRESSING the
rally and supporting the strike was Lt.
Gov. Richard Celeste, the Democratic
candidate for governor.
Celeste said he has been grateful for
the support of labor in the past "Now I
want to stand by you," he said.

Albert Shanker, president of the
American Federation of Teachers, told
the rally, "You've got to be ready for
the worst" He asked the striking
workers if they are ready to continue
the walkout and If they are prepared to
face Jail if necessary. Both times the
response was loud cheers of "yes."
Some of the demonstrators carried
umbrellas for shade in the boiling heat
and some wore T-shirts saying
"Teachers on strike."
ONE DEMONSTRATOR CARRIED
a sign which read, "I love my kids, but I
needmy$."

ON CAMPUS MAILBOXES - OFF CAMPUS STUDENTS
^

NOW..SAVEUPTO$11.50
ON RACE WEEKEND TICKETS!

WANT
INSTANT

A prix-packaged offer from your Toyota dealer.
Save up to $11.50.

The Toyota Grand Prix of the U.S. is coming to Watkins Glen, NY,
Sept. 29-Oct. 1, and participating Toyota dealers have a limited
^Nx_-^_ _
supply of race weekend discount ticket
TOYOTA
packages that can save you up to $11.50
per person on general admission /
tickets, reserved grandstand
seating and more.
No vehicle purchase
necessary.

Fast, faster, fastest.

See racing at its best. A fast track, some of the world's fastest
movers, driving the world's fastest Formula One cars.
The Official Pace Car
leading the pack:
our sleek Celica
GT Liftback.

KXI GOT IT.

TOYOTA

Toyota sets the pace.

When you visit your Toyota dealer,
see all his 1978 Celicas, and you'll
see why Toyota's the pace-setter.
At The Glen, and on the street.

RESPONSIBILITY?
Being a missile launch officer in the Air Force is an awesome responsibility. But
it's an exciting job with leadership opportunity from the word "go".
Air Force ROTC can help you prepare for this exciting field by granting two, three
or four-year scholarships. These will pay for tuition, books, and lab fees, and give
you $100 a month for some of your other college expenses.
Then, if you can qualify for the missile field, you can work on an advanced degree
through special graduate education programs, and the Air Force will help with the
expenses.
If you're the type who's looking for an exciting future, a future of commitment and
pride, look into this one. See if you qualify to be an Air Force missile launch officer...
and help perpetuate the traditions that have made our country great.
Get the details right away. You'll be glad you did.

Find out about opportunities
in the U.S. Air Force.
Register for Aerospace Studies 101
or
Contact the
Department of Aerospace Studies
164 Memorial Hall
372-2177
V^ rfvyfi
ROTC

Goi#way to a gr»ot way ot IH«,
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Drugs
Ex-Carter health adviser denies White House drug usage
WASHINGTON (AP)-Looking back
on the controversy that forced him to
resign as President Carter's chief
adviser on drug abuse, Dr. Peter
Bourne says he was most upset by
rumors of widespread drug use in the
White House.
"I have no acquaintance of anyone in
the White House using drugs," Bourne
said in a recent interview in the
drawing room of his large, elegant
townhouse in northwest Washington.
"I would have been the last person
anyone would have told," he added.
"But that rumor was around fairly
actively. A lot of people were saying
that."
THE 39-YEAR OLD, British-born
psychiatrist said he was neither sad nor
bitter about his resignation in July from
a $Sl,000-a-year job as presidential
assistant for health and drug abuse
affairs.
Bourne resigned 36 hours after
disclosure that he had written a
prescription for Quaalude, a powerful
and much-abused sedative, for Ellen
Melsky, his administrative aide, using

a fictitious name. Bourne said he used a
false name to protect Ms. Metsky's
confidentiality.
Her friend, Toby Long, was arrested
in suburban Woodbridge, Va., when she
attempted to fill the prescription for
Ms. Metsky, and faces a preliminary
hearing in November on a felony
charge of seeking to obtain a controlled
drug
"by
fraud,
deceit or
misrepresentation." No criminal
charges were brought against Bourne
or Ms. Metsky.
SHORTLY AFTER he resigned
Bourne was quoted as saying there was
a "high incidence" of marijuana use
among members of the White House
staff, as well as "occasional" use of
cocaine by a few of them.
Asked about the accuracy of that
report, Bourne replied: "I don't want to
get into arguments about who said
what. A lot of people were saying that.
It was just a rumor floating around
everywhere."
He added: "The last thing I would
ever want to say is that there were
people using drugs in the White House

when the whole argument was that this
was a legitimate prescription given for
medical purposes."
BOURNE SAID talk of drug use in the
White House has "just annoyed me
enormously, because I felt that there
was a scurrilous effort on the part of
publications to sort of go out after it"
and a willingness to "let the facts
become very loose."

He denied he had ever used drugs
while he held the White House job. He
acknwoledged as he had at his confirmation hearings, that he had
previously used marijuana. And he said
he once tried cocaine "several years
ago."
WHILE HE was in the White House,
Bourne said, he wrote "not more than a
dozen" prescriptions for fellow staff

deputy director of ACTION, the federal
volunteer agency, said he was enjoying
his relaxed life.
I NEVER realized how much
pressure I had been under and how
fantastically better I feel now,' he said.
"I haven't felt so good in five years. My
life is very much nicer."
He does worry that some of the

"No, no. I was not snorting cocaine"White House psychiatrist Peter Bourne
Bourne said the only time he had seen
drugs being used, with marijuana and
cocaine "everywhere" was at a party
given last year for the National
Organization for Reform of Marijuana
Laws. It was the same party where
some reporters said they saw Bourne
using cocaine.
"No, no. I was not snorting cocaine,"
Bourne said.

members, including presidential aide
Hamilton Jordan. He said he used a
fictftous prescription name only oncefor Ms. Metsky.
"In fact, I even raised the issue of
confidentiality to Hamilton, but he was
totally blase about it," said Bourne,
who said he prescribed some diet pills
for Jordan.
Bourne, whose wife, Mary King, is

programs he worked on at the White
House-like world hunger and national
health insurance-have lost some
momentum since he left. But, he said,
"I plan to stay involved," making
speeches, writing and lobbying for
legislation.
Bourne said he talks to persons in the
White House several times a day and
that he and his wife have maintained

contact with the Carters. "Our
relations with them are good," he said
BOURNE REPORTED he has had
several Job offers from corporations
and universities, including Harvard,
but that he has no plans to accept a fulltime position until next year.
One subject he plans to speak about
around the country is the danger of
drug abuse.
"There's a real problem in the
gravitation to the use of drugs, including alcohol. I'm very concerned
about the very high use of marijuana by
young people of this country-45 million
people have tried it, 11 million are
regular users. One out of 10 high school
students smokes marijuana every
day."
Bourne supports Carter's policy of
decriminalizing, but not legalizing, use
of marijuana.
"But if it comes to a question of are
you for or against marijuana, one must
be against," he said. "Not using drugs
is clearly vastly better than using
drugs."

Traffic light foils nudist
CHICAGO (AP)- A 22-yearold Wright College student
was arrested sitting naked
on his motorcycle at a traffic
light
Jeff Pietrecha told police
at 1 a.m. Wednseday that he
bet several friends $20 he
could ride naked to a hot dog
stand, buy the food and
return.
He almost made it.

Several blocks from his
goal, he stopped at a Northwest Side intersection to
wait for a traffic light to
change. A car pulled up next
to him. Pietrecha looked
over, nodded at the two
occupants and chirped, "Hi
guys"
The
"guys"
were
patrolmen cruising the
streets in an unmarked

squad car.
Pietrecha was charged
with disorderly conduct. His
friends paid his $35 bond and
provided him with a pair of
shorts to return home. But
they figure that Pietrecha
won his $20 bet even though
he didn't complete his
mission. They deducted it
from the bond money and the
biker in the buff wound up
owing them $15.

Give a hand
the United Way
OLD FASHION BARGAIN CAYS

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9 a.m.-lO p.m.

1 -800-438-8039
SATURDAY- SUNDAY BARGAIN MATINEE
ADULTS. ..$1.50

BOOK
BAZAAR
315 E. Woosfr^
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Nelson:
new
Dewey ?
BOSTON (AP)-TheU.S.Postal Service
delivered Avl Nelson's victory
statement even If the Republican
senatorial candidate didn't.
The statement, put in the mail before
ballots were counted in Tuesday's
primary race, arrived Wednesday
about the time Nelson, 38, conceded he
had lost to incumbent Sen. Edward W.
Brooke.
Lawrence SisWnd, Nelson's press
secretary, compared the advance
victory statement to the 1948 Chicago
Tribune headline proclaiming Thomas
E. Dewey victor in the presidential
election over Harry S. Truman.
"This is my last press release," said
Siskind.

Steve Treadway and Tim Fisher, of Trlsco Systems, are applying weatherproofIng to prevent seepage
between the bricks at Compton. This technique will be applied to Offenhauer Towers next

Ohio elderly patients neglected
COLUMBUS, OHIO (APIElderly patients in Ohio's nursing
homes are deprived of adequate
medical care by doctors who spurn
geriatric practice, a nursthg home
administrator said Wednesday.

AMONG THEM, Duffy said, were
being too busy, "a waste of time" when
a patient's condition was unchanged,
and in some cases, a belief that a
medical condition could not be cured or
improved.

Thomas E. Duffy of Dayton, general
manager of the Washington Manor
Nursing Centers, estimated that only
one of 10 physicians will follow their
patients to nursing homes and visit
them on a regular basis.

Duffy said that among the 1,000
physicians who practice in the greater
Dayton area, only about one-third care
for the elderly on a regular basis.

He told the Ohio Nursing Home
Commission that physicians in the
Dayton area have cited several reasons
for refusing to treat nursing home
patients.

majority of physicians who do treat
nursing home patients may be it or
near retirement age. Some young interns are attracted to salaried positions
initially, but then leave after
developing a private practice two or
three years later, they said.
Dr. Arnold Heller, medical director
of the Menorah Park Home in
Cleveland, said half of the physicians
who treat ISO chronically ill patients at
his facility are more than 55 years of
age. The others are young doctors who
stay two or three years, he said.

The commission also heard from five
doctors affiliated with nursing homes at
a hearing designed to obtain information about the quality of medical
care for Ohio's more than 60,000 nursing home patients.
THEIR TESTIMONYindicated that a

Members of the physician panel
generally said they had no personal
knowledge of patients being over-

*******.

The BG News needs you
AMAZING
NEW CANCER
OPERATION
UNVEILED.

The doctor doesn't
cut out anything. You
cut out cigarettes.
This simple surgery is
the surest way to save
you from lung cancer.
And the American
Cancer Society will help
you perform it.
We have free clinics
to help you quit
smoking. So, before
you smoke another
cigarette, call the A.C.S.
office nearest you.
And don't put it off.
The longer you keep
smoking, the sooner it
can kill you.

He said he has seen reports that 20 to
30 percent of patients receive
tranquilizers and he does not think this
is out of line.
"I don't think that's an undue
number. They are agitated and confused. But I don't think you can make a
blanket statement that all or a large
part are being overmedicated," he
added.

BATON ROUGE,
The second and third suspected
cases of epidemic cholera were
reported Wednesday in southcentral Louisiana. State officials
said they were "very concerned"
but did not believe there would be a
widespread outbreak of the
sometimes fatal disease.
"We're not looking for an
epidemic or a major outbreak" of
the gastro-intestinal disease, said
Dr. William Cherry, head of the
Louisiana health department
Cholera bacteria was found in the
raw sewage of Abbeville recently
after officials confirmed that a 44year-old resident of that community
had epidemic cholera. He has
recovered.

CHERRY SAID that was only the
fourth case of epidemic cholera
reported in the U.S. since an outbreak in 1911. The other major strain
of cholera is an isolated disease,
non-contagious and non-infectious.
The latest suspected cases are a
52-year-old Abbeville woman and an
adult male in Kaplan. The woman
was reported in serious condition
Monday, but both are now
recovering. The bacteria also was
found in raw sewage in Kaplan on
Tuesday.
The two small communities are
about five miles apart in Vermilion
Parish, 15 miles from the Gulf of
Mexico.

Randy Stonehill and Liberation Suite
Saturday, November 11 8p.m.
Wauseon High School
Tickets: $3.50 in advance,
$4.50 at the door
Mall Order Tickets
Send Check or Money Order to:
Under The Sun Inc.
P.O. Box 264
Archbold, Ohio 43502
Ticket Outlets: Village Preacher in B.G.;
Christian Bookstore, 2610 W. Central and
Lighthouse Bookstore, Soutwyck in Toledo.

ve got Pabst Blue Ribbon on my mil id."

HONDA MOTORCYCLES
PUCH MOPEDS
SEEWHYPUCHIS 1.
Puch. America s best-liked mooed now has even
more IO like More new models and new features
than ever
There s a hill-hungry new hi-torque engine A 2speed automatic transmission Oil iniecbon And a
very clever automatic starting system
Come in and see all the new Puchs
Were »1 and trying harder

"Iriis ipftM contributed by ihf publtUx-i

Pets Permitted
Pets Permitted
9 a. 12 mo Leases
Heat Included in rent
Immediate possession
Furnished & Unfurnished

Cholera suspected
in Louisiana

medicated with tranquilizers and other
drugs to keep them calm and make
their care easier.
This is a suspicion harbored by some
commission members during past
visits and investigations of some
nursing homes.
Dr. Roy Donnerberg, co-director of
geriatrics at the Ohio State University
School of Medicine, said most patients
need medications.

AMERICAN
1
CAJKIR SOCIETY f

NORTH GROVE
GARDENS
2-Bdrm. Townbovsai

Newspholo by Frank Breithaupl

THE IDEAL CAMPUS
TRANSPORTATION
* MOTORCYCLE SERVICE
• FOREIGN CAR SERVICE

DISHOP MOTORS
Rt. 25 2 Miles North
Bowling Green, Ohio
355-5271

Pendleton
Realty Co.
352-1619* 353-3641
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Invite all interested men to a
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Rush Party
Tonite at 7:00
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Peterson's Bakery

by Garry Trudeau

All Snack Items

One Flew
Over the
Cuckoo's Nest
7:30 and 10:15
Thursday and Friday
Main Auditorium
University Hall

Baked goods and Fried stuff
133 S. Main

352-3461

Worship God
Find Fresh Faith
Learn To Love Life
Worship

Church School

9:30 a.m.
11:00 a.m.

$1.00 with I.D.

KLOTZ
FLOWER
FARM
Hanging Plants
Cut Flowers
House Plant Supplies

The
Dove's
Nest
Coffeehouse
Col

ALL TYPES OF FOLIAGE
906 Napoleon Rd.
(End of S. College Dr.)

353-8381
Open. 8-5 Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sunday

V

Concert groups for this weekend are:
September 22 - Ralston Bowles
September 23 - The Freedom Road Band
Come join us and bring a friend. Refreshments and
snacks available.
Open every Friday A Saturday at • p.m.

139 E. Front St.

Pemberville

SPONSOHED BY THE DOVE S NEST MINISTRIES. INC

Now there's alampax tampon
designed to meet every need

ACROSS
I Tourists'
•ids
5 Fat
9 Subsequent
14 Came to rest
15 T M
16 Coat
17 Printing machines
19 Tin alloy
20 Body part
21 Andiron
23 Ratify
24 Feels angry
toward
27 Insect
29 Incan
31 Expel
35 Entire
37 Toast
39 Mugwump
40 Illumination
source
42 — of Honor
44 - - avail:
Useless
45 Lifeless: Ar
chaic
47 Colombian
money
49 Oath
50 Spanish title
52 Struggle
54 Two
56 Enlisted
59 Reverberate
62 Letter
64'- - Is
Born"
65 Metal alloy
67 Great skill
70 Tarn's rela' live
71 W German
city

Of the
cheekbone
2 Straighten
3 N Pacific
fish: 2 words
4 Purloined
5 House pest
6 Cut off
7 Elderly
8 Chest
9 Dwelling
unit: Abbr
10 Meat
vessel
11 Common
shrub
12 Lab heater
13 Rod and 18 Serves
22 Supreme
being
25 Canucks or
Red Wings
26 Drug from
orchids
28 — Aviv
30 Art subjects
32 Working ex
tra hours: 2
words
33 Italian river
34 Think: Ar
chaic
35 Sorrowful
word
36 Fabric
38 Try
41 Suggested
43 Bereft of
46 - la-la

66 Eyelid prob
tarn
I Letter
69 Wood
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Campus calendar
Campus Calandar is a dally listing of campus events
(meetings, lectures and entertainment) provided as a service to
readers. Campus Calandar forms are available at the News
olflce. 106 University Hall, 372-2003. There is no fee for submitting
listings to the section.
MEETINGS
Charis Community, 730 p.m.. Faculty

Lounge, Union. A

Christian perspective on contemporary Issues.
The Fellowship of Christian Students, 7:30 p.m.. Faculty Lounge,
Union
ENTERTAINMENT
Faculty Swim, 1130 a.m. 12:30 p.m., Natatorlutn. 35 cents. Suit
rental 10 cents.
Open Swim, 8:30 9:30 p.m., Natatorlum. 25 cents with BGSU ID.,
Suit rental lOcents.

SUPER PLUS
Super PlusTampax tampons are ideal for
heavy flow days because there is no
tampon that's more absorbent or more
comfortable. With the extra protection
Super Plus tampons provide, you may
never again need the help of a pad.
When your flow is not as heavy, taper off
to Super or Regular Tampax tampons.

Lost l*T brn tan puppy. 3 mo.
old. Blk. snout & face with blk.
ring on tall. Wearing silver
choker chain a. clear flea
collar. Answers to Jasper.
Contact at 352 0300.
SER VKESO
OFFERED
Kit
House
«. Fall Cleaning by WE
FOUR HOUSEWIVES CLN.
SER. Today's working person
does not want to work all week
6, then another4-6 hrs. doing
household chores, that person
deserves to be free on
weekends. For details: 1 255
2421.

SUPER

Super Tampax tampons are the #1 choice of more women
than any other tampon in the world. Like all Tampax
tampons, they're designed to conform naturally to your
inner contours. You can depend on them to help you
avoid menstrual bypass and embarrassing accidents like
leakage and staining.

LOST* FOUND

PERSONALS

^g^p^^ i^mchtmumnkatrm

Martin Mull. Sept. 26. Tickets
now on sale.
Harry Chapln. Oct. 5. Tickets
now on sale.
CURE THE FUNKIES. Kirk's
Coin Laundry. 709 S. Main.
Open 24 hr j.

REGULAR

Regular Tampax tampons are perfect
for a lighter flow. They're easy to insert.
Like Super and Super Plus, the smooth
container-applicator places the tampon
correctly andhygienically.
i
Your fingers never touch the tampon. Unlike tampons
with plastic applicators, both the tampon and applicator
are flushable and biodegradable.
Tampax tampons now give you even more
freedom of choice.
The feminine protection more women trust

.TAMPAX.
tampon-

DIPLOMA TOILET PAPER!
Great
fund-raiser
for
fraternities, sororities, clubs;
profit maker for bookstores or
enterprising individuals. Only
one exclusive per campus or
write today! Enthusiastic
Enterprises, 612 South Fourth,
Mankato, MN 56001.
The Side Door Disco (Formerly the Carnation Room) Is
looking for a Disc Jockey for
Saturday
Evenings.
Experience Is helpful, but not
necessary.
If
Interested
contact Kevin Kruse at 352
3707 or 372 2344.
Attention students interested
in sound 6> Lighting production, stage management etc.
U AO is looking for experienced
technicians 8. those who wish
to gain experience in this field.
An excellent career opportunity. Call Kevin 372-2344.

Clean, used furniture at
Second Time Around. 12836 S.
Dixie Hgwy (in the Modern
Heating Bldg.) BG 352 2400.
The World Famous Dogs N'
Suds Rush Party is open to all
gentlemen tonight at 7:30 In
the PI Kappa Phi House. Free
Dogs N' Suds courtesy of the PI
Kaps.
All Student Court Personel!
There will be a meeting Tues.
Sept. 26 In the Court Room at
6:30 pm.
cjigma Chi Rush Tonlte 7:30.
YAH interested men welcome.
Refreshments will be served.
PEP
RALLYf
FRIDAY
NIGHTI INNER CAMPUS!
(STEPS
OF
WILLIAMS
HALD.7.ISBETHEREII
WANTED
F. Christian rmmte. needed to
share2bedrm.apt. Please call
352 3861 ask for Noelle.
Grad. student looking for nonsmoker M. rmmte. Furn. eff.
across from Towers. $85mo.
+ va utll. Call after 5pm, Luis,
352 6671.
HELPWANTBD
Guitarist, sax & vocalist for
iazz. funk band. 372 4045.
Pt. time help needed to make
donuts. Night Shift. 352-9150.
PT
time
help
needed
weekends-counter work.
Spudnut Donut Shop. 352 9150.
Full 8. pt. time work. Days a,
eves. K mc kerbokcer. 352-5335,
Now accepting applications for
pt. time kitchen a. nursing staff
help. Bowling Green Manor.
1021 W. Poe Rd. An Equal
Opportunity Employer.
Babysitter for 2 yr. old Morns,
until noon. Own car. Call 3523835 aft. or eves.
Nurses aids a, Dietary help, pt.
time. Ken-Mar Nursing Home

(formerly Manley's) Call
collect after 5pm. 1 885 3759for
Info.
Cleaning company needs
manager.
Experience now
necessary. Honesty 8. ambition necessary. Work you
can do from your own home.
Fordetallscalll 255 2421
Waitresses ft, cooks wanted.
Now Hiring, Openings for
days, eves., Pt. or full time.
We can schedule around your
school
activities.
Benefits
include lunch hrs., meal
discounts,
furn.
uniforms,
health Insurance, flex, hrs., &
good pay. Interested parties
should be well groomed 8,
pleasant with an ability to
work with people. Apply at
Pizza Inn Rest. Stad. Plaza
ShopCtr. BG.
"Would you like to earn some
extra money?" Otsego School
is hiring regular ft substitute
bus drivers for the 1978 79
school year. Starting pay for
regular drivers is $4.19 an hr.
$3.82 for subs. If Interested
please call 823 7501.
PT time warehouse help
needed. Apply in person. BG
Auction. Inc. 16515 N. Dixie
Hgwy.
Clock Restaurant 8, Pancake
House now accepting applications
for
cooks ft
waitresses. Any hours avail.
Apply In person. 8 12 tues. thru
Fri.
Dlno's Pizza now accepting
applications for pizza men 8.
drivers. Apply at Dlno's Pizza,
corner of Wooster St. ft
Manvitte, Before 5pm.
Dino's Pizza now accepting
applications for pizza men ft
drivers. Apply at Dlno's Pizza,
corner of Wooster St. 8.
Manville. Before5pm.

TYPIST NEEDED -110 ED

■■na

Students to work nights. Duties
include patrol, service calls 6>
public relations. Wage: $2.80
hr Minimum 2.5 GPA 8. Must
be soph, or older. Apply Dept.
of Campus Safety 8- Security.
Houseboy needed for Gamma
Phi Beta Fall Quarter. For an
interview call 372 2588
FOR SALE
St. Bernard puppies. AKCwith
papers. Dry mouth, rough
coat. 1 6268817.
5th Annual Garage Sale (30
families). Fri., Sept. 22, 9 to 5,
Wood County Fairgrounds,
Republican Bldg., Benefit B.G.
Co Op Nursery School, Auction: 5:00 PM by Keith
Bradley. Items: furniture,
clothes, toys, beer cans, etc.
Depue's Donuts ft Cider.
House Trailer 10x50. 2 bedrm.,
stove ft refrig. Gypsy Lane
Estates. 352 6049,6 10 pm.
Apt. or dorm refrig. that really
COOL'S 8. freezes well. Don't
rent, you're lust throwing
money away. $85. 12" TV, $16.
Cindy 352 1605.
1975 FORD PINTO. 4 speed,
custom
wheels,
radials,
rusfproofed, like new Inside 8>
out. $1(00,352-0211.
'75 Suzuki TS 250 Enduro.
Excellent Cond Call 372 6920.
1974 Flat 128. Rustproof. 50,000
ml. Call eves. 352 1236.

FOR RENT
Room In house for M. grad
students. Close to campus. 3533855.
Sleeping room for Christian
girl with cooking ft laundry
privileges. Call 352 3188 after 4
pm.
1 M. rmmte. needed. Rent $65mo. 352 5161.
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Blacks' dream comes trus

MIKE'S PARTY
MART
1004 S. Main

Carter dedicates site
Editor's Note: The Newi will have a
reporter and a photographer la
Columbus for Jimmy Carter's visit.
Look lor photos and story In Tuesday's
News.
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)-When
President Jimmy Carter dedicates Mt.
Vernon Plaza Saturday it will be the
culmination of a 20-year dream for
Columbus' black community.
"It is unique to the extent it is one of
the few times that a developer has
listened to what people wanted," says
William M. Potter, head of the agency
which built and will run the 500-unit
housing and commercial plaza near
Columbus' downtown.
"It is the largest of its kind in the
country. There is none like IL This is the
only black developed .black-owned,
black managed project of this kind in
the country," Potter said.
"WE WERE originally just trying to

get Housing and Urban Development
Secretary PaUrda Harris," he added.
Potter, a one-time mortgage banker,
is executive director of Neighborhood
Development Corp., which built and
will run the plaza. He described it as a
private
corporation
with
no
shareholders, designed not to make
money or pay dividends.
Income from the plaza, he said, will
go to run and maintain it, make capital
Improvements and to retire the 40-year
mortgage.
MT. VERNON Plaza is a $21 million
facility that has risen in the past two
years along a once-thriving commercial strip that had become a slum in
the years following the Korean War.
The President plans an afternoon and
evening here to speak at the dedication
and at a state Democratic Party fundraising event.
The plaza includes a 13-story building
with 228 apartments for the elderly, a

COLD BEER WINE PARTY FOODS OPEN TIL MIDNIGHT 7 DAYS
>—»
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building of 61,000 square feet planned
for commercial use and townbouses
containing another ISO apartments for
low and middle income families.
IT WAS MADE possible by a combination of grants, government
guaranteed loans and a city tax
abatement program.
The city put nearly $4 million into
buying the 20-block site on the near east
side and clearing it of run down houses
and commercial structures before
selling it to the developers for $300,000.
City Council cut real estate tax rates
on the site to the level for undeveloped
land and froze them at $27,000 a year for
20 years on commercial and 30 years on
residential property.
"Without this, we probably would be
payjng $350,000-$400,000 in taxes a year,
but now that money can go back into the
project for improvements," Potter
said.
He also said the buildings have a life
expectancy of 60 years.

Snakes in shoes? Couple sues
"They were everywhere. In the living
room, in the hallway, in a restaurant
coffee shop and in the rooms, "Barton
Grant told the jury.
The Grants, who spent their life
savings to buy the Winthrop Motel, are
suing the previous owners for $175,000.
They said they were not warned about
the unwelcome guests, an "Invasion" of
snakes living at the motel. Grant took
the stand Tuesday and other testimony
continued yesterday.
The snakes are not poisonous, and the
previous owners say the Grants are
magnifying the problem out of
proportion.
MRS. GRANT, on the other hand,
summed up her feelings this way for the
jury: "How would you like snakes in
your home? I don't like to pick up a shoe
to see if thereare any snakes inside."

Martin Hunt, the young man hired to
run the motel desk when the Grants
moved to an apartment in nearby
Augusta, said he has seen at least seven
brown snakes in the month he has been
there. His desk duties include snakecatching - for which he wears gloves.
The previous owners, Maynard
Babkirk of York and his wife Anne, said
they did not think to tell the Grants
about the snakes, which apparently slip
into the motel through holes and cracks
which the Babkirks tried to patch with
steel wool and caulking compound.
"THEY DIDNT ask and I didn't tell
them," said Babkirk. But he added that
he felt the Grants magnified the
problem in their minds.
"The Grants tried to look for
problems," he testified. "There were

snakes in the area but there was not a
parade of hundreds climbing on the
chandeliers and popping out of shoes."
Hunt, however, said one vacationing
family packed up and left after finding
a foot-long snake in their bathroom.
And Mrs. Grant said she is terrified of
the snakes and will not set foot in the
place anymore.
GRANT TOLD the Kennebec
Superior Court jury he tried to get rid of
the snakes with moth balls, snake
traps, ammonia and chlorine bleach.
Hunt said estimates indicate it would
cost a few thousand dollars to patch the
remaining cracks and holes and spray
with pesticide. He put some of the
snakes in a jar for evidence, but they
weren't admitted.
The judge didn't want snakes in his
courtroom.

"He drank all our Stroh's!? He really is abominable!"

Detroit needs quarter back
DETROIT (AP) - It was a freeway
free-for-all on the road to riches.
Dozens of people stopped their cars
Tuesday afternoon to scramble for an
estimated $5,000 worth of quarters that
spilled from a moving armored truck
on the busy Chrysler Freeway.

Several bags of quarters split open as
they hit the pavement, scattering the
coins along the concrete.
State troopers and traffic officers
from the Detroit Police were called to
help clean up the coins and return them
to the Purolator Security Co. truck.

Purolator employees spent the rest of
the day trying to figure out how much
money they lost. Each sack contained
about $600 in quarters, said Al Young,
Purolator's assistant operations
manager.

For the real beer lover.

SATURDAY AT PERRY FIELD!

FALCONSvs. GRAND VALLEY -1:30 p.m.
Don't miss Saturday's football home opener, or any home games at Perry Field this
year! The Falcons whipped Eastern Michigan 43-6 last week and rank In the nation's
Top Ten offensively. If you like scoring, passing and offensive fireworks, you'll love
the 78 football Falcons.

Buy your tickets NOW at the Memorial Hall Ticket Office, open weekdays from 9
a.m. - 5p.m. Student tickets for the west stands are priced as follows:

BGSU Student Season Ticket

$5.00

(Take advantage of a terrific sports bargain -- five home games for only $1.00 per
game. Act nowl)

Student Single Game Ticket (Advance Sale)
Student Single Game Ticket (Gate Sale)

$1.50
$2.00

(Reserved Seats Also On Sale at $5.00 and $6.00)

Saturday will also be BAND DAY, with 3,500 high school musicians on the field at halftime!
Catch a free ride from campus on our tractor-pulled wagons and join the fun!
WE'RE PUTTING THE Afity BACK IN BG FOOTBALLI
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Sports
Ali: Mirage at the Superdome
Henry Aaron clung to the big leagues until he was little
more than an adequate designated hitter; Willie Mays
became a complete embarrassment; and in boxing Archie
Moore lingered in the ring until his head became easier to hit
than a four-foot jump shot.

hit the zombie-like Spinks often enough, but his punches
seemed to have little or no affect on the former gold medalist.

ik

All were once great athletes whose eroded skills left them
only a name and reputation. And Muhammad Ali is about to
join that dreaded list. Don't be fooled by his lopsided decision
over Leon Spinks at the Superdome.

Bill
Paul

ALI MADE SPINKS look like just what he is: a rank
amateur. If Ken Norton or Larry Holmes had fought Spinks
that night they would have knocked him out. Instead the
fight ended with Spinks befuddled and confused, but
physically unhurt.
The difference was that while Ali is still a masterful
defensive fighter when in shape, his offensive skills have
deteriorated enormously.

THE FUCKING JAB was still there, but it could do little
more than smear Leon's makeup. At times Ali connected
with combinations, but too often the timing was off. It seems
odd to see Ali encounter such typical problems, but let's face
it, age catches up with the best.

Admittedly Ali has a personal fondness for the younger
Spinks, but IS rounds of love taps will win very few fights. Ali

SOME ATHLETES LEAVE bitter at the world for the loss
of their skills, some in disbelief, and still others, such as

Leroy Kelly,in complete obscurity. Ali will never leave in
obsurity. Whether he is in the ring boxing or out of it talking
politics he produces headlines. But despite over a decade of
publicity, Ali remains as much a mystery as the day he
emerged as the Louisville Lip, spouting poetry and brashly
predicting what round he would dispose of ring opponents.
SURELY, DEEP INSIDE, Ali himself must know that his
deteriorating skills have left him vulnerable to the younger
breed of heavyweights.
In somber moments he has admitted his career is reaching
an end, but each time persistant fight promoters and milliondollar pay checks have lured him out of retirement.
At times it seems he is almost trying to convince himself.
After his latest victory the familiar voice sang out, "Do I look
like I'm ready to retire? No. Do I look like I'm washed up?
Did I look like I was 36?"
TRUE ALI MAY not have looked like a 36 year old fighter,
but then again he did look like a 36 year-old Ali. It is beginning to look like the only thing that will be able to convince
the champ to retire is a Larry Holmes invitation to the
canvas.

But thus far Ali has survived because of a degree of
common sense that most Rhodes Scholars don't have.
Perhaps Ferdie Pacheco, All's ringside doctor, knows the Ali.
mind better than anyone else. In his book, "Fight Doctor,"
Pacheco writes about the inteligence of his fighter.
"If you are talking about a spelling bee, forget it," be
writes. "If you are talking about deductive reasoning,
Aristotelian logic, shake your head. But if you are talking
about making the right decision at the right time for Ali, he is
one of the smartest men in the world."
Up to this point in time it is difficult to disagree with that
summation. Ali has avenged each defeat with a victory of his
own. In some instances, however, he has survived by the
smallest of margins.
TED WILLIAMS AND JIM BROWN retired as the king of
their sports. Ali should have retired after his stunning upset
over George Foreman. But despite some mediocre performances the Ali legend lives on. One Norton or Holmes
overhand right, however, and the Ali mystique may come to
a crashing halt.

Cubs snap Pirate streak, 5-1
(AP)- Righthander Mike
Krukow fired a four-hitter
and Bill Buckner drove in
two runs with a single and a
sacrifice fly to help the
Chicago Cubs to a 5-1 victory

over the Pittsburgh Pirates
Wednesday.
THE TRIUMPH snapped
Pittsburgh's seven-game
winning streak and pushed
the Pirates 1V4 games off the

pace set by the Philadelphia
Phillies in the National
League East.
Chicago took a 1-0 lead in
the first inning against loser
Jim Rooker, 9-11. Ivan

DeJesus drew a walk and
advanced to third on Manny
Trillo's hit-and-run single.
Buckner followed with a
solid single to right field to
drive in DeJesus.

ALL-CAMPUS
PEP RALLY
Friday Night-7:15 pm
Inner Campus
(Steps of Williams Hall)

Newspholo by AP Wire

THE LAST HURRAH? Muhammad AU may have
experienced his last impressive victory over an out-

standing ring opponent when he knocked out George
Foreman in Zaire Africa.

Stickers seek stability
By Dave LewandowsU
Staff Reporter
"Trying to solidify our team," according to first year head
coach Pat Brett will be the main objective when the women's
field hockey team ventures to Sauk Valley for a weekend
series.
"This is more of a scrimmage than a tournament for us,"
Brett said. "No scores will be kept and there will be no
winners."
THE MAES IDEA of the round-robin series is to have a
final preseason warmup before the start of the regular
season, according to Brett. The Lady stickers will have their
first taste of real season experience when they meet Wooster
College on Saturday, September 30.
' 'Other teams have the same intentions as we do, being
able to see how well the players work with each other and
look at the over-all play of the team," Brett said.
Brett said that she will be looking at which players excell
the best at which positions. "If they aren't really suited for
that particular position then they may be better geared for

Kick Off Meeting for

Campus crusade
for Christ
Friday, September 22
7 P.M.
Ohio Suite, Union

Open

TO

Club soccer meeting
Bowling Green State University is adding a new club team
this fall and seeks enthusiastic ballplayers to represent the
Campus. If you are interested in participating in collegiate
level competition please attend the organizationalmeeting
Wednesday, September 27, 7:00 P.M., Room 202 Memorial
Hall or call Jim Hodge at 3724151 ext. 220.

Join the BGSU Cheerleaders, Freddy Falcon
and the Falcon Marching Band in Saluting
the 78 Football Falcons!
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another," Brett said. "That's what the entire weekend is for,
to see who plays the best with whom.
The recent turn of events this week has Brett enthusiastic.
"We had some more freshmen come out for the team that
have played field hockey before so it should give us some
much needed depth especially at the goalie spot."
Brett is hesitant about predicting the future for the
Ladybirds, but this weekend could provide her with an answer.
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(Catch the Pep Rally on your way to the
UAO campus mixer, 8 p.m. in the Union)
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